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30 drawer heavy duty metal work bench 

The 30 drawer heavy-duty metal workbench is a workbench with high-density steel 

structure, providing you with unmatched storage space and load-bearing capacity. Each 

workbench is equipped with 30 spacious drawers that can hold various tools and parts, 

keeping your work area neat and organized. This workbench is durable and long-lasting, 

able to withstand frequent use and heavy-duty work. Its unique steel structure design 

makes it have excellent corrosion resistance, ensuring long-term use without worrying 

about damage. 

 

 

 

30 Drawer Heavy Duty Metal Work 

Bench 

Huge Capacity! 30 drawer heavy duty metal work 

bench, ideal for storing tool parts. The CYJY 30 

drawer heavy duty metal work bench is a versatile 

and efficient storage solution for tools and 

equipment. It is designed to provide easy access 

and organization for various tools, making it an 

essential piece of equipment for professionals and 

DIY enthusiasts alike. 

https://www.chrecary.com/30-drawers-workbench.html
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Key features of 30 drawer heavy duty metal workbench 

include 

Large capacity 

30 spacious drawers provide abundant storage space and can hold various tools and 

parts. 

Strong load-bearing capacity 

Designed with high-density steel structure, it can easily bear the weight of heavy items, 

ensuring stability and safety. 

Durable 

Manufactured for exceptional durability to withstand frequent use and heavy-duty work. 

Long service life 

High-quality materials and strong structural design, ensure long-term use of the 

workbench without worrying about damage. 

Lots of Drawers 

30 drawers provide flexible storage and organization options to keep your workspace 

neat and organized. 

Large space 

Super large capacity design, providing you with plenty of space to store tools, 

accessories and parts. 

Corrosion resistance 

The special steel structure design has excellent corrosion resistance, ensuring long-term 

use. 
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Size: 2850x900x700 mm 

Steel thickness 18 gauge/1.2 mm 

Lock KEY lock 

Color BLACK/BLUE/RED/GRAY/ORANGE 

Handle Stainless 

Material: Cold rolled steel 

Top Stainless/steel 

https://www.chrecary.com/message.html
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Caster 6 pcs 5 inch PU caster ( Optional) 

Remark OEM&ODM are available 

Function Storage for tools, files, home or garage supplies 

Finished Powder coated 

 

Our company 

CYJY is a company established in 1996, focusing on the production of metal products, 

the main products include tool cabinets and garage storage systems. As a quality 

manufacturer and supplier, we are committed to providing customers with excellent 

products and satisfactory services. 

Our main business is designing, producing and selling metal products. We have 

advanced production equipment and technology, as well as an experienced staff team, 

which can meet various needs of customers. Our products are widely used in industrial, 

commercial and home environments, providing users with high-quality storage solutions. 
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As an industry-leading company, CYJY aims to become the preferred brand in the field of 

metal products worldwide. We strive for excellence and continuously improve product 

quality and innovation capabilities to meet the ever-changing needs of our customers. 

Our mission is to provide our customers with reliable, durable and well-designed products 

that help them better organize and manage their spaces. 

We have achieved many success stories in the past few years. Working with customers 

in a variety of industries, we provide them with high-quality tool cabinets and garage 

storage systems that help them efficiently manage and protect tools, equipment and 

belongings. Our products are widely used in auto repair shops, factories, warehouses, 

shopping malls and other places, and have won unanimous praise from customers. 

https://www.chrecary.com/message.html
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One of the advantages of CYJY is our strict control over product quality. We use high-

quality materials and go through strict quality control process to ensure the durability and 

reliability of the products. In addition, we pay attention to product design and details, and 

strive to create products with exquisite appearance and strong practicability for 

customers. 

We also pay attention to the cooperative relationship with customers, and always take 

the needs of customers as the guide. Our team actively listens to customer feedback and 

suggestions, and customizes products according to customer requirements. We are 

committed to establishing long-term and stable cooperative relationships with our 

customers to achieve mutual success. 

https://www.chrecary.com/about.html
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If you are interested in our products or have any questions, please feel free to contact us. 

We will wholeheartedly provide you with professional service and support. 

 

Quality Inspection 

We will implement incoming material inspection, process sampling inspection and final 

product inspection according to the inspection standards and regulations formulated by 

the factory, and effectively control the unqualified products. Check the color, lock, 

appearance, slide, table, etc. of the product according to customer requirements, and 

return the unqualified product to the factory. 

https://www.chrecary.com/message.html
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Packing 

Carton packing is generally used, and carton plus wooden case can also be packed. 

 

 

FAQ 

What maintenance is required? 

CYJY products are designed to be low maintenance and hard wearing.All materials and 

fittings come with product guarantees. 

 

Do you take care of all the Plans and Permits? 
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Yes, from concept plans,full working drawings though to liaison with your territorial 

authority for permit,our experienced team can do it all. 

 

Do you help with design and colors? 

Yes,our design team will spend time with you planning your products to look and feel as 

you desire. 

 


